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Funny 40th birthday cake ideas for her

Looking for great ideas for funny gifts from 40 years? Forty is a strange middle-aged middleman. Not too old, not too young. As one person said: I'm not old, I'm just chronologically talented. So what's the best gift you can give someone when they turn 40? Have a good laugh! Here are some of my favorite ideas for 40th birthday joke gifts
and 40th birthday humor. 40th Anniversary Year Born Poster Make a personalized poster to celebrate the important occasion of your 40th birthday! And remember how times have changed since your youth. Click here to customize and print your poster Everyone thought it was really cool and asked me how I did it!'' Rachel, Idaho, we've
researched all the interesting and funny facts of the year they were born, and our poster maker forms nothing very well for you. You can customize the poster with their name, choose their color palette, and add anything else you want on them. Click here to customize and print your Funny 40th Birthday Survival Kit poster This hilarious
idea of the survival kit was shared by Christine K of Torrance, CA. Thank you Christine! I just went to a 40th birthday party. These are the items that I wrapped individually in black paper and then put in a black bag. Most of these items I bought at Dollar Tree and the 99-cent store. Funny safety signs of the 40th anniversary We all know
that 40 years is a dangerous age, and now at least you can warn people with one of these useful printable signs :-) Click here for funniest 40th Birthday Gag Gifts - Badges Make a badge that your 40 year old friend will be proud to wear. You can buy badge manufacturing kits at your local craft store. Or, just make a sign that can be
attached with a safety pin, or attach some wire so it can stick around your neck. Here are some ideas for things to write on the badge: 40? No, 39 years, and waiting for life, honey. 40: Old enough to know better. Young enough to do it anyway. It took me 40 years to look so good. I'm not 40. I only have $39.95 plus tax. I'm not 40, I have
18, 22 years of experience. Better Over the Hill than underneath it: Welcome to Over the HillVille. Milk Land of Magnesia I'm not on the hill. I'm too old to climb. I'm not old. I'm chronologically talented. 40!!?? I demand a recount! I'm 40 years old and I feel great. Here, feel for yourself! I don't have any heat waves. I have power surges. Hot
Flash Party Zone Funny 40th Birthday Gag Gifts - Garden Chimes Visit your local hardware store and buy some metal door numbers. Fours and zeros. Tie them in a line of a piece of wood. Now, every time the wind blows a tinkling noise will remind them of their age ;-) Funny 40th Anniversary Gag Gifts - Middle-aged Medications These
middle-aged medications are a fabulous idea. I've seen variations in some places on the web, but I don't know who the original source is. Put some M&amp;Ms in a pill bottle and include these instructions for use: BROWN pill Take one to temporarily sothe your chocolate chocolate Red Pill To take on the first sign of orange hot waves pill
As a treatment for the green depression pill To calm you when you feel frustrated YELLOW pill To cure headaches BLUE PILL Reduces swelling Now that you are turning 40, it is possible that you experience all these symptoms simultaneously, in that case you should just eat THEM ALL AT ONCE! 40th Anniversary Gag Gifts - Forty
Sucks! If the person who is doing 40 years has a sweet tooth, buy them 40 lollipops or gobstoppers, wrap them well and label your gift with Forty Scums! So silly! Funny 40th Anniversary Gag Gift - Memory Aid As we get older many people think their memory is no longer what it used to be. Why not give a really practical gift, and make a
memory aid for your elderly friend? Take a roll of toilet paper and write on it with a marker pen: Note to Yourself: - - Wrap the pen and bathroom roll, and add a little not saying As you get older your memory deteriorates, so I bought this useful memory notepad Funny 40th Birthday Gag Gifts - Anti-Aging Pills Put some jelly beans in a pot of
pills. Instructions: Under normal circumstances, take one tablet a day. In emergencies like yours, eat them all at once! Make your own prescription labels, or download the ones I made in pdf or Microsoft Word format. 40th Anniversary Gag Gifts - 40 candles, and a bucket of water! Putting candles on your cake is something people grow up
to. But they say that old age is like going back to childhood, so why not relive tradition? Put 40 candles on their cake! When they recover from their astonishment, you can tell them: Don't tell them. Just enjoy the glow. You can also deliver to the person a plastic bucket full of water (or a fire extinguisher)... You may be in need of this to help
blow out your candles this year! Funny 40th Birthday Spirits - Viagra Pills pack some blue jelly beans and label them as Viagra. You might like to include a note: I couldn't get a prescription for Viagra, so I had to steal some from the distribution warehouse. By accepting these pills from me, you're on your way to becoming a hardened
criminal. By the way, did you hear that some nursing homes started giving Viagra to your male patients? That keeps them out of bed... Funny quotes from 40 years Here are some funny sayings of the 40th anniversary to accompany your 40th birthday joke gifts. These quotes make great birthday card messages. You're only young once,
but you can be immature for life - John Grier Aging is mandatory; Grow is optional - Chili Davis' birthdays are good for you. The more you have, the more you live! - Anon Age is like underwear. That scares you - Anon Few women admit their age. Few men act on theirs. - Anon You on the hill and far but we still love you anyway - Anon
Forty is not so old ... if you're a tree. - Anon Aging is inevitable. Growing is optional. - Anon when you're on the hill, you pick up speed. - Anon The tragedy of aging: So Then Candles... so little cake – Anon Birthdays are nature's way of telling us to eat more cake. - Anon If you're looking for more inspiration, check out these other pages:
40th anniversary of dictations and 40th anniversary posts quotes 40th anniversary jokes from 100+ happy birthday wishes quotes, wishes, videos and impressions plus 40 birthday message ideas Looking for something else to write on a 40th birthday card? Why not reflect on what was happening in the year of your birth... back on the
good 'ol days of 1980. These facts are summarized from the History of the People and Wikipedia. Interesting Facts of 1980: Movie The Empire Strikes Back was released in the U.S. They Rubik's Cube made its international debut in London The arcade game Pac-Man was released in Japan The far side comic strip was first published in
newspapers The population would reach 4.4 billion nasa voyager space probes I confirmed the existence of Janus, a moon Saturn Post-It notes were first sold CNN was released as the first news of 24 Pure gift hours, turn some facts from the year of birth into a poster-gift like this: Click here to customize and print your poster Over 40
wedding gag gift ideas of 40 years... I hope you enjoyed our collection of funny ideas for 40th birthday gifts and silly pranks. Here are some other pages we think you'll like: The Age Definition Poster On the Hill Plus Gag Gifts ideas and check out our 40th anniversary ideas page for fabulous party ideas for him or her, and thoughtful gift
ideas that they'll surely love! Popular Pages 35 Best Funny 40th Birthday Quotes . Sending birthday presentations turned out to be a tradition required these days. It can be difficult to find the ideal dream of birthday celebration for the special child or woman birthday with so many choices. Make the next birthday you celebrate a special and
also individualize your birthday celebration either with a hand-picked birthday celebration quote. 1. 40th Anniversary Wishes Messages and Poems to Write on a Funny 40th Date Quotes from the 40th Anniversary Messages and Poems to Write in a. Source Picture: holidappy.com. Visit this site for more details: holidappy.com birthday
celebrations are a fresh start; new beginnings, a time to start new efforts with new goals. Happy birthday dear good friend. 2. Happy 40th Birthday Quotes Memes and Funny Sayings Best Funny 40th Birthday Quotes from Happy 40th Birthday Quotes Memes and Funny Sayings. Image Source: sweetytextmessages.com. Visit this site for
more details: sweetytextmessages.com my mother is the sweetest woman in the world, you are stunning what is true. I say thank God all for you; I certainly won't be anything without you. Enchanted birthday, my dear, I love you. 3. 40th Birthday Quotes For Men QuotesGram. Image Source: quotesgram.com. Visit this website for details:
details: Without you my life is hollow, you're not only my brother, you're my true love. I wish you all the best on this special day. Bhai satisfied birthday celebration. Your steps are the only footprints I want to follow. 4. Top 56 famous and funny quotes from 40 years – quotes the funniest 40th anniversary quotes from the Top 56 famous and
funny quotes of the 40th anniversary – quotes. Image Source: ooquotes.com. Visit this site for more details: ooquotes.com Happy Birthday... For a mother who never cansa.de a mother whose love never ends. To my mother who is constantly so affectionate, for her whose warmth is non-stop; For the mother who lives for her family, for the
one who constantly keeps us enchanted; Enchanted birthday for my mother whose hugs are the best, just like never ending. I wish you a fun birthday mom. 5. 40th anniversary quotes packed with humor and best funny wit wit quotes from 40th anniversary of 40th anniversary quotes packed with humor and wit anniversary. Image Source:
birthdayfrenzy.com. Visit this site for more details: birthdayfrenzy.com Be joy, laughter, envy, happiness, anger, fantasies as well as unity as well as these make them the truest friends of all. Wishing you the best of everything in life. Happy birthday to my dear little sister. 6. Funny Quotes from 40 years CitasGram Best Funny 40th Birthday
Quotes from Funny 40th Birthday QuotesGram. Image Source: quotesgram.com. Visit this site for more details: quotesgram.com'm so lucky to have you on hand every day and night. Happy birthday, darling. 7. Funny Quotes from 40 years CitasGram Best Funny 40th Birthday Quotes from Funny 40th Birthday QuotesGram. Image
Source: quotesgram.com. Visit this site for more details: quotesgram.com Happy Birthday for you dear fantastic boy. Enjoy this teen year. 8. Forty Birthday Ideas Best Funny Quotes from Forty Years of Forty Birthday Ideas. Image Source: www.pinterest.com.au. Visit this site for more details: www.pinterest.com.au Finding the excellent
way to want a satisfied person on the birthday can be difficult, especially for acquaintances as well as colleagues. To make this birthday celebration message a little easier to create, we've compiled over 100 various quotes for you to select from 9. Funny 40th Birthday QuotesQuoteBest Funny Gram 40th Anniversary Quotes from Funny
Quotes from 40 Years QuotesGram. Image Source: quotesgram.com. Visit this site for more details: quotesgram.com father, regardless of how high I have grown, I will admire you permanently. I like you as well as you can have an exciting birthday event today and for many birthdays ahead. Happy birthday! 10. Funny quotes from 40
years to QuotesBest Funny Chart 40th Anniversary Quotes from Funny Quotes from 40 Years for QuotesGram Women. Image Source: quotesgram.com. Visit this site for more details: quotesgram.com A friend is a person who recognizes your past, believes in your future, and accepts what it is – even if you are Old. Thank you for being
that close friend, and happy birthday celebration. 11 unidentified. 40th birthday quotes for quotes from friendsFunny best chart 40th anniversary 40th Anniversary Quotes for AmigosGram Quotes. Image Source: quotesgram.com. Visit this site for more details: quotesgram.com I like you and can also have an exciting birthday event today
and also for various birthdays to come. Happy birthday! 12. 40th Anniversary Quotes for Men QuotesGram Best Funny 40th Anniversary Quotes of 40th Anniversary of Quotes of 40 years for QuotesGram men. Image Source: quotesgram.com. Visit this site for more details: quotesgram.com The most effective of your life has not yet found,
welcome, be positive, as well as embark on a future of unlimited opportunities and opportunities. Birthday celebration. 34 unidentified. Happy 40th birthday The best funny quotes of 40 years of happy 40th birthday. Image Source: www.techjunkie.com. Visit this site for more details: www.techjunkie.com dear mommy, i would be grateful for
the love you showed me when everyone surrendered in me, your words of support are my watchword, just as you suggest that is what I coeg. I just want you to have an amazing birthday full of love. Enchanted birthday celebration mom. I like you a lot, | Every time I feel like I'm on the wrong track, all I do is think about everything you've
raised me, your words of support make me press beyond that, as well as keep giving me hope. I'm more than happy to call you my mother. Mother of enchanted birthday. Thanks for being there all the | I'm happy to call you my mother. Happy birthday mom.] @| For the most amazing, superior, caring, caring, strongest – Mom, words can't
qualify how amazing you are to me. You've dedicated your life to making mine, you've made my problems your problems, as well as you share every joy I have, I can't thank you enough. I simply wish you a day like everything I really noticed above. Happy birthday Mommy, | 16: For the most fantastic, superior, caring, loving, harshest
woman – Mom, words can't qualify how amazing you are to me. Mother of enchanted birthday celebration.] @]@ 35. My 40th Trip Around the Sun – Thoughts on the First 39 Best Funny 40th Birthday Quotes from My 40th Trip Around the Sun – Thoughts on the First 39. Image Source: ministerlane.wordpress.com. Visit this site for more
details: ministerlane.wordpress.com There is no dictionary that contains the appropriate words to explain how loving, remarkable, caring as well as caring my mother is. I'm just going to claim mommy's happy birthday celebration! My favorite place anywhere in the world is on your shoulder when you me On your birthday, we're going to
have an especially celebratory hug. Below is our partnership and you especially in this happy birthday celebration! The bond we share means every little thing to me. I would be a lost soul if it weren't for all the love you actually bathed in me all my Enchanted birthday celebration, dear mommy! Mother!
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